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ABSTRACT

Since 1970, the French Government has been supporting a large program of avalanche
mapping, which takes two different forms: hazard "registration" maps (Cartes de Localisation
Probable des Avalanches or CLPA) and hazard zoning maps (Plans des Zones Exposees aux
Avalanches or PZEA). After a presentation of the mapping method, we present here the recent
second edition of the CLPA as a "dynamic" map, insofar as it is entirely digitized and kept up
to-date using the ARC/INFO® (ESRI) G.I.S. software.

THE MAPPING METHOD

The first CLPA maps (geomorphic and registration plans of avalanches) date back to 1970, the year an
avalanche killed 40 young people in Val d'isere (Savoie, France). A few months after this disaster, our
Government made La Division Nivologie du CEMAGREF responsible for mapping all the major threatened
areas: more than 6,000 sq. km. of the French Alps and Pyrenees were mapped between 1970 and 1978,
including the most tourist-crowded areas during winter time and the main mountain villages.
The CLPA maps do not give indication of the potential risk evaluated considering the return period and the
power of the avalanche. The 3-color PZEA takes into account those elements. It is the only legal document
which is considered in the land planning process (Borrel, 1991).
The mapping is based on two complementary methods (CEMAGREF, 1973) which can be compared, as
they are both printed on the same sheet of paper:

A photointerpretation

This method, developed by the French Institut Geographique National (IGN) in 1969, requires the use of
pairs of panchromatic monochrome aerial pictures taken at the end of summertime. The operator
scrutinizes these pictures through a stereoscope. Thus, he can get information, sometimes tiny details,
such as avalanche tracks in the vegetation or differences in height (obvious in the mature forest areas),
or marks on human activities as well as landscape features which could make easier a snow slide release,
flow, braking and stopping. Because of these requirements, the use of winter pictures, taken when snow
covers most of those details, is unsuitable. All the obtained information is printed in orange on the map.

Local witnesses' knowledge and field investigations

A local survey is carried out in the field, with the help of witnesses (Forest rangers, ski patrollers, road
workers, shepherds...) who indicate the maximum boundaries of avalanches they saw or heard about, and
the affected areas. This survey takes place in the summertime so that we can link more easily their
statements with the terrain features observed on the aerial pictures and printed on the contour maps. The
definitive information put on the CLPA map is the envelope of the different reported phenomena concerning
the same site. Archives information too is integrated into the map, among which are the occurences
recorded in the EPA (Permanent Avalanche Survey) database. The information is printed in magenta.
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Figure 1 - Extract of the new CLPA, "Les Trois Vallees", Savoie, France (1991)
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THE REASONS OF THE RENEWAL

Since 1989, La Division Nivologie du CEMAGREF has been undertaking the renewal of these documents.
The main reasons were:

The need for modifiable documents

The use of new computer-assisted mapping techniques (digitization, automatic printing...) allows for
frequent updating, requested by the planners and the engineers in charge of the mountain development.

A change in the topographic base map

Up-to-date1:25,000-scale maps have been produced during the last years by L'lnstitut Geographique
National (French mapping center), making obsolete the old (1920-1950) 1:20,000-scale maps used for the
first edition. This was very important, especially for the large areas of the last Olympics resorts where a
lot of new lifts and other facilities had been built in places where the first edition showed only some old
farms and mountain pastures.

The existence of out of print sheets
,

The first run, limited to 200 copies, was not sufficient for the most requested sheets.

The information age

As a result of the winter resort expansion, it was necessary to transfer to the maps:
* newly observed avalanches, more often in previously unknown areas or in zones where artificial

release is used to secure ski runs,
* more extensive avalanches due to heavy snowfalls and new conditions in the starting zones or

in the paths (ungrazed range, ill or broken foresL),
* as well as new mitigation structures such as CATEX (bomb trams), GAZEX (gas exploders) and

DRA (roadside avalanche warning light) that didn't existed in the seventies.

A MODERN PROCESS

The process includes:

The fitting of the old map information

The new base maps were designed very different from the first ones: a new scale, sometimes new shape
or location of the contour lines...). Therefore, it is necessary not only to reduce the features but also to
adapt them to the new contours. Sometimes, we have to draw again the avalanche limits to get a good
fitting.

The collection of new data

It is done by La Division Nivologie with the help of ski patrollers, highway maintenance workers, Forest or
Park rangers and the local population. The new facts are categorized by type of information (zones, lines,
points) and transferred to 3 tracing sheets with the indication of the new avalanche numbers or of the main
new facilities (skilifts). This concerns the new avalanches, the new zones reached by a recorded avalanche,
the mitigation works. In the first step, everything is hand drawn, as it was done for the first edition.

The digitization and the publication

A major element of the CLPA renewal is the numerical capture of the thematic data (new and from the first
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edition) with the use of a scanner and adapted programs, at the French IGN. This allows the automatic
printing of an up-to-date CLPA. Later, after the update of the existing files by La Division Nivologie, new
editions will be produced cheaply and more frequently by the IGN's printing office.

THE FUTURE

The process began in 1989 and will last at least 2 more years with an average publication run of 8 maps
per year. Nine sheets have been already published, among them the whole 1992 Winter Olympics area.
Six new ones are expected for the next months. An updating form and ARC/INFO AML (macros) programs
were designed in La Division Nivologie to help the field observers to treat the new information, as we intend
to make them partners in the whole process that will begin in October 1992. Afterwards, we plan to build
a more complete database around the current one which contains spatial data and location codes only, by
adding information we have got in another large file called EPA (Permanent Avalanche Survey) such as
the avalanche type, its mean return period, its usual size and runout distance, the damages and possible
casualties... We intend to use the data with the digitized contours to explore
the possibilities of an automatic avalanche mapping. This process could include slope angle and favourable
shape mapping with the help of the TIN module of ARC/INFO as well as further investigations on the
Norwegian statistic method (Lied, 1989).
Furthermore, we are just beginning to exchange our experience with some foreign labs, such as the Servei
Geologic de Catalunya (Spain) where ARC/INFO is currently used to map the avalanches. We are ready
to export the method into any other interested country where avalanche mapping is just beginning or still
made in the old style way.
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